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IV.  TRADE LIBERALISATION, REMITTANCES,
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Density Functions and Shift in the Density Functions after the Shock (Urban 
Households)
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Base Sim 1 Sim 2
F igu re 6: Density Fu n ction
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Base Sim 1 Sim 2
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Base Sim1  Sim2 
Fig. 3. Density Function (Professional).  Fig. 4. Density Function (Clerks). 
Fig. 5. Density Function (Agriculture). 
Fig. 6. Density Function (Production Worker).
Fig. 7. Density Function (Miscellaneous). !
!
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Density Functions and Shift in the Density Functions after the Shock
(Rural Households)!
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Base Sim 1 Sim 2




















Base Sim 1 Sim 2





















Base Sim 1 Sim 2



















Base Sim1  Sim2 
Fig. 8. Density Function (Professional).  Fig. 9. Density Function (Clerks). 
Fig. 10. Density Function (Agriculture).  Fig. 11. Density Function (Production Worker).
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Fig. 13. Variation in Density Function (Urban Households). !
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Fig. 14.  Variation in Density Function (Rural Households). 
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Simulation 2.  Trade Liberalisation in the Presence of  
     Decline in Remittances 
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